Somerset Rivers Authority Board Paper
Sowy-King’s Sedgemoor Drain (KSD) Enhancement Scheme progress
report
Quarterly Key Project Update
RECOMMENDATIONS
The SRA Board is asked to:
1. Note the substantial completion of mitigation works on Raised Water Level
Areas.
2. Note the change to the project completion date as a result of the approval of
the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) variation
request.

Purpose of the item
To update the Somerset Rivers Authority (SRA) Board on the progress of the SowyKing’s Sedgemoor Drain (KSD) Enhancements Scheme.
Background and context
The SRA Board has previously approved Phase One of the Sowy-KSD scheme which
comprises: raising low spots in banks, forming new banks where they don’t exist at
present, some excavation to river banks and upgrade-works to certain structures on
side streams. This phase is a step towards the full scheme that could allow the Sowy to
take greater flows when it is under managed conditions during a flood. The scope of the
first phase has been chosen to fit the available budget and meet complex
environmental constraints.
During October the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) agreed
a variation request that will allow the project to continue to draw down LEP Growth Deal
funding beyond the original deadline of March 2021. The project now has until
November 2021 to complete construction works. Using the full available time means
more work can be completed in the summer, reducing risks of cost increases.
The project finished its Environmental Statement consultation as planned on 13
September 2020, receiving comments from the public and statutory consultees and
receiving no objections. As a result the ‘Notification of Determination to Proceed with
the Works’ was published in mid-October, an important milestone.
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An initial Scheduled Monument Consent has been secured from Historic England to
enable work to commence, after considerable scrutiny on risks to archaeology. The
consent will be updated with further information next year when details of vehicle
movements and protective measures are fully established.
Landowners have been served the necessary ‘Notices of entry’ to enable access for the
works.
Discussions are ongoing with the contractor to negotiate the best approach and
optimum cost to complete the project by the end of October 2021. The aim is to
minimise site mobilisation costs and project risks. Works to a number of outfall
structures along the KSD which are located outside of the Special Protection Areas
(SPAs) and ‘functionally linked land’ are being planned for delivery as soon as possible
in 2021. Tree work will be undertaken this winter and other vegetation management (a
requirement for protecting water voles) along the KSD and Sowy will be resumed in late
February 2021. Main channel earthworks and excavation of ecological enhancement
features will commence in August 2021 and be completed by the end of October 2021.
Earthworks material may be stored in advance of the start date.
Environmental Mitigation
Works to certain water level management structures and the subsequent operation of
these and other structures is an essential requirement of the environmental mitigation.
This must be achieved to ensure that both the SRA’s Parrett Dredging (Oath to
Burrowbridge), and the Sowy-KSD Enhancements, are legally compliant.
Further to the completed works at Moorlinch as reported in the last quarter update,
works on the ground at Egypt’s Clyse have now been completed. Works at Egypt’s
Clyse included repairs to washed-out areas around the concrete headwall that houses
the penstock, as well as the replacement of the heavily corroded 1.5m diameter steel
discharge culvert.
Works to refurbish 68 structures on the Westmoor Raised Water Level Area (RWLA)
are 95% complete. Works have included multiple tasks to refurbish the existing water
control structures and create some additional earth bund structures and erect new
fencing around all 68 structures.
The outstanding 5% of the work is linked to a scope change driven by Internal Drainage
Board (IDB) operational health and safety requirements i.e. replacement of
three dilapidated stop log structures with new tilting weirs. Due to an eight-week lead in
time for procuring new tilting weirs, the completion of Westmoor RWLA works has been
delayed until March 2021, after the wintering bird season has passed.
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Installed 1.5m diameter discharge culvert at
Egypt’s Clyse.

Lowered tilting weir with new non-slip walkway
and safety railings and timber post and rail
fencing onWestmoor RWLA.

Risk – Mitigation Action Plan
Concerns have been raised by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) and
Natural England regarding the slow progress in developing and implementing the joint
Mitigation Action Plan (MAP). This MAP is required for legal compliance for both the
Sowy-KSD scheme and the Oath to Burrowbridge dredging scheme. Landowners likely
to be directly affected by the project were consulted about the proposed MAP and
potential changes to operational practices. Only three responses were received in
response to the letters sent to landowners. Discussions will continue with all relevant
parties to resolve issues and address stakeholder concerns regarding the
implementation of the MAP.
Summary
The extension of the funding period by the LEP makes it possible to complete
earthwork channel works in the summer period, which is a major benefit.
Works to water management structures required to facilitate legal compliance of recent
dredging and the full Sowy-KSD scheme are substantially complete.
Agreement and delivery of the operational protocols put forward in the Mitigation Action
Plan remains challenging and is the biggest risk to achieving legal compliance for the
Parrett dredging and the Sowy-KSD scheme.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The SRA Board is asked to:
1. Note the substantial completion of mitigation works on Raised Water Level
Areas.
2. Note the change to the project completion date as a result of the approval of
the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) variation
request.
Date: 10 November 2020
Authors: Alison Forshaw, Gary Cutts, Environment Agency
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